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Introduction. Impacts of asteroids and comets played
an important role in the evolution of the early Earth.
The Earth itself was formed due to collisional
accretion [1, 2], a collision of the proto-Earth with a
Mars-sized impactor has been suggested as a cause
for the formation of the Moon [3], a significant
fraction of the Earth’s prebiotic inventory of organic
molecules probably had been delivered by asteroidal
and cometary impacts during the period of heavy
bombardment [4]. The impacts of cosmic bodies with
sizes up to 10 km are intensively studied in
connection with the problems of global catastrophes
and formation of terrestrial craters [5]. Less
investigated are the impacts of 100 to 1000 km in size
projectiles.

In this paper we consider impacts of 100-km-
diameter asteroids against the Earth. Impact velocity
V equals 11 and 15 km/s, trajectory angle á (to
horizon) equals 30 and 45 degrees. An impactor is
considered to be a dunite sphere. The target consists
of a 30 km deep granite crust overlaying a dunite
mantle. The Earth is considered to be surrounded by
the modern atmosphere with density 1.29 kg/m3. The
purpose of this study is to determine ejecta velocity
distribution, the distribution of deposits on the Earth's
surface and the mass of escaped atmosphere.
Numerical model.  A 3D version of the SOVA multi-
material hydrocode [6] is used to perform numerical
simulations of the impacts. Numerical grid consists of
200×100×150 cells in X, Y and Z (height) directions.
Only the Y>0 halfspace is defined in the simulations,
because of the bilateral symmetry. The initial grid is
uniform with a step 2 km in all directions (50 cells
per projectile diameter). When the blast wave reaches
the grid boundary the cell size (and the size of the
computational region consequently) is doubled.
300000 massless tracer particles recording trajectory
and velocity of air volumes were regularly distributed
in the escape region of the atmosphere in order to
estimate an impact induced atmosphere erosion.
ANEOS equation of state [7] is used to describe the
thermodynamic properties of granite and dunite, a
tabular equation of state [8] is used to describe the air
thermodynamics. At the end of excavation stage,
when the velocity of ejection falls below 1 km/s
(approximately at 100 s) the SOVA simulations stop.
The further flight and deposition of the impactor and
target material is calculated in ballistic
approximation.

Fig.1. Relative (related to impactor mass M) mass of
projectile (red), crust (green) and mantle (blue) accelerated
above certain velocity.

Results. Fig.1 shows ejecta velocity distributions for
the four considered variants. One can see that no
mantle material is ejected to high distances
(exceeding crater diameter) and escapes from the
Earth in all impacts under consideration. At the late
stage a considerable amount of mantle material rises
to the Earth's surface but remains within the crater (is
not ejected outside). The most distal ejecta is
excavated from the upper 10-20 km thick layer of the
target (i.e., from the crust). The escaping target mass
varies from 0.004M to 0.04M, where M is the
projectile mass. The mass of ejecta with velocity in
the range from 8 to 11 km/s (which move along Earth
bound orbits) varies from 0.02M to 0.07M. Projectile
material is ejected with higher velocity. 2 to 21% of
the projectile escape from the Earth and 2 to 8 %
(with velocities from 8 to 11 km/s) are ejected to the
Earth bound orbits. In all the cases the fastest ejecta
consists of impactor material. For α=45o and
V=15 km/s the impactor material becomes the main
constituent of ejecta at ejection velocity exceeding
12 km/s, for α=30o and V=11 km/s this occurs at
considerably smaller velocity of about 3 km/s.
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Fig.2. Thickness δ of ejecta blanket for total (a), target (b)
and projectile (c) ejecta. Impact point (α =45o, V=15 km/s)
is located in the center of right hemisphere.

Fig.2-3 show distributions of deposited ejecta all
over the Earth. A mass of the target ejecta (mainly
crust material) of about 5-10M is deposited at a
distance from the crater exceeding 100 km. A
thickness of the ejecta blanket exceeds 100 m at a
distance 1-2 km from the crater. Although a crater
itself is circular even at 30o trajectory angle the distal
ejecta distribution is strongly assymmetric. The
assymmetry increases as the distance from crater
increases. This correlates well with the experimental
results [9]. A thickness of the ejecta blanket decreases
with the increase of a distance from the crater, but
begins to increase near the antipode point, where
there is a peak of deposition due to geometric
convergency.

In all cases under consideration impact induced
atmospheric erosion is relatively weak. A mass of the
escaped air equals 10-4 to 10-3 M, that is probably
much less than a mass of volatiles released during the
impact. Atmospheric escape region is not symmetric
and is located mainly in the direction of projectile
flight (similar to ejecta blanket shown in fig.2-3).

Fig.3. Thickness δ of ejecta blanket for total (a), projectile
(b) and target (c) ejecta. Impact point (α=30o, V=11 km/s)
is located in the center of right hemisphere.
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